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Abstract 
Klein, R., Walking an unknown street with bounded detour, Computational Geometry: 
Theory and Applications 1 (1992) 325-351. 
A polygon with two distinguished vertices, s and g, is called a street iff the two boundary chains 
from s to g are mutually weakly visible. For a mobile robot with on-board vision system we 
describe a strategy for finding a short path from s to g in a street not known in advance, and 
prove that the length of the path created does not exceed 1 + Gn times the length of the 
shortest path from s to g. Experiments suggest that our strategy is much better than this, as no 
ratio bigger than 1.8 has yet been observed. This is complemented by a lower bound of 1.41 for 
the relative detour each strategy can be forced to generate. 
Keywords. Shortest paths; simple polygons; path planning; uncertainty; robotics; navigation; 
computational geometry. 
1. Introduction 
Determining the shortest path between two points in a simple polygon P is a 
classical problem in computational geometry. An optimal solution was provided 
by Guibas and Hershberger [6] by proving that one can, in O(n) preprocessing 
time, build up a search structure of size O(n) that allows the shortest path 
between any two points in P to be computed within time O(log 12 + k), where n is 
the number of edges of P and k denotes the number of line segments in the 
shortest path. The preprocessing step requires a triangulation of P; due to 
Chazelle [2] or Seidel [13], this can be computed in O(n) worst case or 
O(n log* n) randomized time, too. 
Such algorithms are based on the assumption that the whole polygon is known 
in advance. In real life, however, one often has to move through an environment 
without completely knowing it, but rather on the basis of local information 
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provided by acoustical, visual, or tactile sensors. Given the importance of this 
problem it is quite surprising how few results exist; see e.g. [lo, 9, 8, 3, 51, or 
[ll, 121 for further references. Lumelsky and Stepanov [9] studied the case of a 
mobile robot equipped with a tactile sensor in an environment of obstacles. The 
robot is given the coordinates of the goal and of its own position in the plane; it 
starts heading straight to the goal until its hits an obstacle. Then it searches its 
contour for a point with minimum distance to the goal, and resumes from there. 
This simple strategy finds a path to the goal, if there is one, and the length of the 
path is bounded by 1.5 times the sum of the perimeters of all obstacles that are 
not farther away from the goal than the start point. Papadimitriou and Yanakakis 
[12] considered scenes of disjoint isothetic rectangles. They were able to bound 
the length of the generated path in terms of the length of the shortest path. 
Similar bounds were achieved by Eades, Lin, and Wormald [5] for barriers 
perpendicular to the line connecting start and goal, and by Blum, Raghavan, and 
Schieber [l] for more general convex obstacles; the latter paper also includes a 
randomized algorithm for nonconvex obstacles. Other recent work is by Deng, 
Kameda, and Papadimitriou [4]. 
In this paper we consider the following problem. Let P be a simple planar 
polygon with a start vertex, s, and a goal vertex, g. Assume that at vertex s a 
mobile robot is located that wants to get to g on as short a path as possible. The 
robot is equipped with a vision system that provides, for each point p in P, the 
visibility polygon vis,(p) of P at p; see Fig. 1. The goal, g, is marked so that the 
robot can recognize it as soon as it sees it. 
We do not discuss here the issues of image processing or the computational 
complexity involved. Rather, we are interested in a general strategy S such that 
Fig. 1. A street P, the visibility polygon of P at S, and the path found by our strategy. 
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D.,(P) := 
length of the path created by strategy S 
length of the shortest path ’ 
becomes as small as possible. Note that just to find the goal represents no problem 
because the robot could simply follow the boundary until g is encountered (this is 
what the strategy of [9] mentioned above would in general do.) The difficulty is in 
keeping the detour small. 
With general polygons one cannot hope for the relative detour to be bounded. 
In Fig. 2, for example, there is no way of finding the goal other than by trying the 
streets leading away from the central ‘crossing’ one by one. Introducing the 
Euclidean distance between start and goal as an additional parameter, as 
proposed in [12], does not help. Also, the upper bound to the detour should not 
depend on the number of vertices of the scene, a parameter introduced in [l], 
because we want to model smooth scenes, too. 
In this paper we study a special class of polygons, based on the following 
observation. Racetracks and rivers, like the Rhine, contain many curves and 
bays, but (almost) no cul-de-dacs leading away from the main route. We 
formalize this property as follows. 
Definition 1.1. Let P be a simple polygon with two distinguished vertices, s and 
g, and let L and R denote the oriented boundary chains leading from s to g. Then 
(P, s, g) is called a street iff L and R are mutually weakly visible, i.e. if each point 
of L can be seen from at least one point of R, and vice versa. 
An example is shown in Fig. 1. In a street, the situation depicted in Fig. 2 
cannot occur. 
Streets can also be characterized in the following way. If a car race takes place 
in a street then a spectator standing at an arbitrary boundary point can catch a 
glimpse of each car, as it goes from s to g. Equivalently, a polygon P with vertices 
s and s is a street if and only if from each s-to-g path in P each boundary point is 
Fig. 2. No strategy can guarantee a bounded relative detour in this case 
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visible, at some time. Hence, a short path from s to g also represents a good 
solution to the terrain acquistion problem addressed e.g. in [8]. 
Note that each ‘walkable’ polygon in the sense of [7] is a street, but not vice 
versa; an example is given in Fig. 1. 
Our solution consists of two independent parts. In Section 2 we describe a 
high-level strategy that utilizes the street properties in order to find a path from s 
to g subject to the following invariants. At each position p on this path, either the 
robot can see the goal (then it walks straight towards it), or the robot knows 
which of the corners visible ahead is visited by the shortest path from s to g (then 
it walks straight towards this vertex), or the robot can identify two corners ahead 
one of which must be visited by the shortest path from s to g, but it cannot tell 
which one; see Fig. 7 where II, too, could be the goal without violating the 
definition of a street. In this case, the robot chooses a point t on the line segment 
connecting the two vertices and walks straight in direction of this point. How to 
choose this point is left to a low-level strategy. However, it is crucial for the 
overall length of the generated path how this choice is made. Whereas promising 
low-level strategies are easily invented, it appears to be quite difficult to analyze 
them. In Section 3 we discuss some of the ‘obvious’ approaches and why they can 
result in an unbounded detour. 
In Section 3 the low-level strategy lad is proposed that tries to minimize the 
local absolute detour, whenever an ambiguity arises in form of two candidate 
corners. 
We prove in Section 4 that for each street P the estimate 
&d(P) < 1 + &c 
holds. However, experiments show that our approach works much better than 
this bound suggests; we have not been able to construct a street P with a relative 
detour Q&P) 2 1.8. On the other hand, we show in Section 3 that each strategy 
can be forced to produce a detour of at least fi = 1.414. * * , by choosing a 
suitably bad street. 
2. A high level strategy 
First we state the visibility properties of streets that will be used by the mobile 
robot on its way. Let P denote a street with start and goal vertices s and g. The 
polygonal chains L and R are ordered in direction from s to g. For simplicity, we 
assume that no three vertices of P are collinear. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a street, and let i c L and o c L be the edges adjacent to a 
vertex w of P; see Fig. 3. Suppose that w is reflex, i.e. that its internal angle is 
greater than 180”, and that i and o are the incoming and the outgoing edges of w, 
with respect to the s-to-g order on L. Then the extension of i beyond w into P 
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Fig. 3. This situation cannot occur in a street. 
cannot hit a point of L less than w, nor can the extension of o beyond w hit a point 
of L ahead of w. The same holds for chain R. 
Proof. Suppose the extension of i hits L at a point less than w, as shown in Fig. 
3. Then the predecessor, II, of w would not be able to see any point of R, 
contradicting Definition 1.1. The symmetric reasoning applies to edge o. 0 
It was shown in [7] that the properties described in Lemma 2.1 are in fact 
equivalent to (P, s, g) being a street, and that they can be tested in time 
O(n log n). Also, each interior point of P can see at least part of L and part of R. 
The visibility polygon vi+(p) consists of all points of P that can be joined to p 
by a straight line segment within the closed polygon P. The boundary of vi+(p) is 
a circular list of pieces of the boundary of P, which we call the umbrella of 
vi+(p), and of segments of rays from p to the umbrella; refer to Fig. 1 where the 
ray segments are indicated by dotted arrows. Note that each ray segment of 
vi+(p) originates from a reflex vertex of P which is the endpoint of an umbrella 
piece. A ray segment’s endpoint is also an endpoint of an umbrella piece but, in 
general, not a vertex of P. Between its origin and its endpoint, a ray segment of 
vi+(p) can touch at most one more vertex of P, due to the general position 
assumption. Of two neighboring umbrella pieces, the one hit first by the ray from 
p is said to be below the other. 
If the goal is not visible from p, the shortest path to g consists of a line segment 
leading to a reflex vertex, followed by a polygonal chain that does not enter 
vi+(p) again. 
Lemma 2.2. As one scans the umbrella of vi+(p), all pieces belonging to L must 
appear consecutively and in clockwise order around p, whereas pieces of R appear 
consecutively in counterclockwise order, with respect to the orders on the chains. 
We omit the simple proof. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that from position p in P an initial piece of some edge o of a 
reflex vertex v is visible. Assume that o is an outgoing edge of v and that the ray 
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Fig. 4. If edge o is visible from p then edge i is visible from some point on the path to p 
from p through v touches v, as shown in Fig. 4. Then o is part of L, and on each 
path from s to g in P there exists a position from which the incoming edge, i, of v is 
visible. 
Proof. Since o is assumed to be an outgoing edge of v, it appears in clockwise 
orientation in vi+(p), hence it belongs to L, due to Lemma 2.2. Let h denote the 
first point of the boundary of P hit by the prolongation of i through P. The line 
segment vh cuts P into two parts; let B denote the piece of the boundary between 
v and h (endpoints excluded) that borders the part of P containing p. 
If the start point, s, belonged to B then h would be on L (since v is, by 
assumption), contradicting Lemma 2.1. Therefore, s does not lie on B. But then 
each path from s to p must cross the line segment vh. 0 
Next, the high-level strategy is listed. The events referred to are certain 
structural changes of the visibility polygon, that provide important information. 
They will be defined in Definition 2.8 below. 
procedure HighLevelStrategy; 
const s: PointOfP: 
g: PointOfP; 
var p: PointInP; 
p’: PointInP; 
VL, UR: PointOfP; 
begin (* HighLevelStrategy *) 
p :=s- 
determine vL and vR in vi+(p); 
while vL # vR do 
if p, z)L, vR are collinear 
then 
p := the closer one of (vL, v,); 
(* start *) 
(* goal *) 
(* current position *) 
(* here an event occurs *) 
(* most advanced points on L and 
R robot has so far identified *) 
(* g not visible *) 
(* Case 1 *) 
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walk straight to p; 
determine uL and uR in vi+(p); 
else (* Case 2 *) 
end 
choose target point t in vLvR; (* by low-level strategy *) 
walk straight towards t until event occurs at some point p’; 
p :=p’; 
update vL and vR in vi+(p) 
(* if *) 
end (* while *) ; 
walk straight to g 
end HighLevelStrategy. 
The path hereby created consists of a chain of line segments 1, . . . 1, in P, 
where Ii =pi_, pi, p. = s, and p,,, = g. At the start point, pi_, , of each new line 
segment the robot determines two points, vL.,; and vR,,, in the part of visr,(p,_,) 
ahead. These are the robot’s ‘orientation marks’, which have the following 
properties, as will be shown in Theorem 2.9. 
Invariant 2.4. Assume that the robot has arrived at a point z E 1; - {pi} where 
1s i < m. Then the following holds. 
(1) Either the extension of 1, is a ray segment, r,, of vi+(z), and vL,; and vR,; are 
the origin of ri and the first point of P hit by r; (Case 1.1 and Case 1.2 depicted in 
Fig. 5). Or vL,, and vR.i are reflex vertices of P such that there is an umbrella piece 
ci,* in vi+(z) such that vf,,, is the right endpoint of c;,~‘s left neighbor and vR,, is the 
vR.i 
vL j= Pi 
Case 1.1 
ci 
: ri 
V$ p. 1 
Case 1.2 Case 2 
Fig. 5. The cases mentioned in Invariant 2.4 (1). 
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left endpoint of ci,r’s right neighbor; furthermore the extension of li hits a target 
point, ti, on the line segment vL,;vR,; (Case 2). 
(2) So far the robot has seen no part of P ahead of VL,i or VR,i except point ci in 
Case 1.2 and segment ci,= in Case 2. 
(3) For all possible prolongations into a street of the part of P the robot has so 
f ar seen, vL,i E L and vR,i E R hold. The shortest path from s to the goal visits ‘u~,~ 
or vR,i. In Case 1, the endopoint of li, pi, lies on the shortest path. In Case 2, 
ai < n; holds, where ai denotes the angle between the rays from pi_1 through vL,i 
and vR,i, respectively. 
As Fig. 5 shows, Case 1 of the above algorithm has two subcases. In Case 1.1, 
the ray ri does not touch another reflex vertex. Here, vL,i and vR,i are the origin 
and the endpoint of ri. In Case 1.2, ri does touch another reflex vertex. Here, vL,i 
and vR,i are this reflex vertex and the origin of ri. Though 1.2 is but a degenerate 
case of 2, we subsume it under Case 1 because both orientation marks lie on the 
extension of the current path segment, and because in both Case 1.1 and Case 1.2 
the point pi lies on the shortest path from s to g. In the sequel, we shall frequently 
refer to Cases 1.1, 1.2, and 2. 
It remains to explain how the robot determines vL and vR. 
This process is intrinsically incremental, in that the robot would not be able to 
determine its orientation marks correctly if it were to start from some position in 
the middle of P. 
The construction is based on the following additional invariant that will also be 
proved in Theorem 2.9. We put v~,~):= vR,“:=s. 
Invariant 2.5. Assume that i = 0 holds or that pi is endpoint of a Case 1 type 
segment, and that pi cannot see g. Then the following holds for the pieces in the 
umbrella of pi that lie in clockwise order between the old orientation marks vL,i and 
vR,i* 
l No piece of L is below its left neighbor. 
l No piece of R is below its right neighbor. 
This invariant yields the following. 
Lemma 2.6. in the situation described in Invariant 2.5 three orderings are possible 
among the umbrella pieces of pi between v~,~ and vR,i (including those containing 
vL,i and vR.i.) 
(1) Each piece lies above its left neighbor (‘increasing umbrella’). Only the 
rightmost piece, r, belongs to R. 
(2) Each piece lies above its right neighbor (‘decreasing umbrella’). Only the 
leftmost piece, 1, belongs to L. 
(3) There is a unique piece, c, lying above both its neighbors (‘global 
maximum’). Its left neighbor belongs to L, its right neighbor to R. 
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Fig. 6. Here the shortest path must visit u(_. 
Proof. Assume there is a piece c that lies above both its neighbors. Its left 
neighbor is below c, so it must belong to L, due to Invariant 2.5. Similarly, the 
right neighbor of c belongs to R. Lemma 2.2 implies that there can be at most one 
piece like c. 
If there is no such piece then (1) or (2) must apply because no piece can be 
below both its neighbors, due to Invariant 2.5. 0 
For i = 0, the first and the third alternative of Lemma 2.6 are depicted in Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7, respectively. Here the leftmost and the rightmost piece are joined at 
?JL,” = 21R.O = s. 
Next, we consider a Case 2 type segment fi, see Fig. 5. As the robot moves 
towards t,, the rays pL and pR emanating from its current position, z, rotate 
about their pivots, vL,; and ZI~,~, and segment ci,= grows longer. The following 
lemma shows that the robot will obtain more information before it arrives at t,. In 
the following we drop the index i, and denote ZIP,;+, by vi, etc. 
Fig. 7. The shortest path visits U,J but if the goal were at v (instead of g) then it would visit z)~, and 
not u,.. 
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Lemma 2.7. Assume Case 2 applies to uL and vn; cf. Fig. 5. Then one of the 
following happens before the robot arrives at t E vt,vR or hits the boundary of P. 
(El) The goal becomes visible. 
(E2) The growing segment c reaches vL or vR, so it becomes clear to which 
chain, L or R, segment c belongs. 
(E3) An endpoint of the umbrella segment c is encountered by one of the rays 
PL, PR. 
(E4) One of the rays is blocked by a reflex vertex between its pivot and its 
endpoint. 
(E5) One of the rays is blocked by a reflex vertex between its origin and its 
pivot. 
Before we turn to the proof of Lemma 2.7 we define the important notion of 
events for path segments corresponding to Case 2. 
Definition 2.8. The occurrences (El)-(E5) mentioned in Lemma 2.7 are called 
events. For each Case 2 type segment 1 =pp’ of the path is its endpoint p’ the first 
point on 1 after p where an event occurs. Therefore, p’ is called an event point. 
These are the points referred to in the code of HighLevelStrategy above. 
Event (E2) is illustrated by Fig. 7; at the event point p, umbrella segment c 
becomes connected to uR. In Fig. 8 event (E3) is depicted. Here the event point p 
sees the right endpoint, v;, of segment c. Event (E4) is illustrated by Fig. 9; at 
the event point p, the right ray, p Rj gets blocked by reflex vertex vk. Finally, 
(E5) is depicted in Fig. 10. At the event point p, the left ray, pL, gets blocked by 
reflex vertex v between its origin, p, and its pivot, vL. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. W.l.0.g. we assume that c belongs to chain R, and that s is 
the robot’s current position. 
Fig. 8. Event (E3). 
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Fig. 9. Event (E4). 
If none of the five events occurred then both rays would rotate about theit 
pivots without being obstructed, until the robot arrives at t on uLuR, from where 
it can see the grown segment c at the angle n. This situation is depicted in Fig. 
10(i); it contradicts Lemma 2.1 because the prolongation of the outgoing edge of 
vR hits R ahead of ~1~. 
Note that an event (E5) would result if the robot hit the boundary of P. 
Fig. lO(ii) shows that parts of c may become invisible, as the robot proceeds 
(e.g. at point q). But the pieces between the hit points of pL and pR are known to 
belong to the same chain. 0 
Now we describe how the robot determines the new orientation marks v; and 
vk on arriving at the endpoint, p, of the current line segment 1. For brevity, we 
refer to concrete figures. 
Determination of vt and VA 
1. p sees g. Let vL:=vk:=g. 
2. p = s or p is endpoint of a Case 1 type segment. We distinguish between the 
three situations discussed in Lemma 2.6, using the mnemonics introduced 
there. 
Increasing umbrella. Let vk be the left endpoint of piece r, and let vk be 
the vertex of r’s left neighbor below vk; see V, and uR in Fig. 6. 
Decreasing umbrella. Symmetrically. 
Global maximum. Let V; and vk be the reflex vertices of the neighbors of 
c; see uL. and vR in Fig. 7. 
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3. 
S 
Fig. 10. In (i), vertex u cannot see any point of L. In (ii), event (ES) is depicted. 
p is endpoint of a Case 2 type segment. We distinguish between the different 
events listed in Lemma 2.7 that may have occurred at p. 
(El) As in (1) above. 
(E2) (see Fig. 7) Let vk be the hit point of pL =px, and v;:= 2rL. 
(E3) (see Fig. 8) Let V; be the reflex vertex where pR =px slips off c, and 
?&:=I,l,. 
(E4) (see Fig. 9) Let vk be the reflex vertex blocking pR, and v;: = uL. 
(E5) (see Fig. 10) As for (E4). 
The symmetric versions are treated similarly, interchanging L with R etc. 
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The algorithm HighLevelStrategy is now completely specified. Its correctness is 
shown as follows. 
Theorem 2.9. For each i b 0, Invariant 2.5 holds for pi, and Invariant 2.4 holds 
for lr+l =pipi+l. The sequences (v& and (vR,Ji are weakly increasing on L and 
R, correspondingly. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. 
i = o: Assume that the umbrella of s contains a piece 1 c L lying below its left 
neighbor. The left endpoint, u, of 1 is a reflex vertex of L. Due to Lemma 2.2, 1 is 
an outgoing edge of u. But the incoming edge is not visible from s, contradicting 
Lemma 2.3. Thus, Invariant 2.5 and, therefore, Lemma 2.6 hold for s. 
The points u=, , and uK,i are chosen according to (2), leading to a segment 1, 
subject to Case 1.1 or Case 2 introduced in Invariant 2.4(l). (Case 1.2 cannot 
occur since by assumption vertex s is not colinear with two other vertices.) In 
Case 1.1 the robot sees no part of P ahead of uL,i or uR,i before it arrives at and 
looks around corner pl. In Case 2, it sees in addition the growing segment c. 
Therefore, Invariant 2.4(2) holds. Claim (3) follows from Lemma 2.6. If, in Case 
2, VL,l and vR,l formed an angle >JC with s then the prolongations of their 
outgoing edges would both hit c, one of them contradicting Lemma 2.1. 
i - 13 i: First, assume that pi_, pi corresponds to Case 1. By the induction 
hypothesis, Invariant 2.4(2) shows that the robot has, before arriving at pi, seen 
no part of P ahead of vL,, or 2/R,, thus no part between these points. The same 
reasoning as for i = 0 verifies Invariant 2.5. Hence Lemma 2.6 holds for pi. The 
points v~,~+, and uR,,+i are chosen according to (2); they lie ahead of VL,i and uR,, 
on L resp. on R. 
If Li meets Case 2 then v L.i+l and t~~,~+i are determined according to (3). 
Referring to the figures cited there, for (E2) we have cc R, hence V; E R. 
Segment L,+l is subject to Case 1.1. For (E3) the invisible edge of vertex ul 
cannot be incoming because the robot has not seen it yet. Thus, v; E c c L, 
according to Lemma 2.3. Since the shortest path to g was known to visit vL or uR 
the robot now concludes that it must visit vR. Only here is the next line segment 
of Case 1.2 type. Similarly, in event (E4) the invisible edge of vk must be 
outgoing, hence vk E R. The shortest path to g either runs through vL or through 
vR and vk. Here, Zi+1 again corresponds to Case 2. Finally, if (E5) has occurred at 
p, =p, we know that c belongs to R; otherwise we would have seen the whole 
segment of L connecting vL to the vertex denoted vi, due to the street property, 
and that would have caused an (E2) event before. Therefore, we know that the 
shortest path from s to g visits v L = u i_, and the next path segment is of Case 1.1 
type. 
In each case, the new orientation marks lie ahead of ZI~,~ and vR,, on L and R, 
respectively. The rest follows by straightforward induction. 0 
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Example. In Fig. 1 the path from point p3 on consists of two Case 2 segments 
with associated points (u,,,~, ZJ~,~) and (v,,,, z.J~,~). The endpoint of the second 
segment is determined by event (E2). 
Lemma 2.10. Let si be the (first) point of u L,i, vRZi visited by the shortest path from 
s to g. Then for each z E li the shortest path from z to g also runs through si. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. q 
Note that for general polygons it is not possible to find a path as in Lemma 
2.10; see Fig. 2. 
Theorem 2.11. Let P be a street consisting of n edges. Then algorithm 
HighLevelStrategy finds a path w from s to g in P that consists of m = O(n) line 
segments. If lrli+, . . .I, is a sequence of Case 2 segments of w, followed by a 
sequence l,,,l,,, . . . lk of Case 1 segments, then for each point z in lili+, . . * 1, the 
first vertex visited by the shortest path from z to g is pi+,, and li+2 * . . 1, is a piece 
of the shortest path from s to g. 
Proof. Due to Theorem 2.9, the sequences (v~,~)~ and (v~,~)~ are weakly 
monotone increasing. Both ZJ~,~ and vR,, are vertices of P unless Case 1.1 applies; 
here, only one of the two points is a vertex. But for each (reflex) vertex of P, 
there is at most one incident line segment v L.ivR,i of this type. Hence, m must be 
linear in n. The rest follows from Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.10. 0 
Corollary 2.12. The memory size needed by the robot does not depend on the 
complexity of the street but only of the maximum complexity of the visibility 
polygons encountered. 
3. Minimizing the local absolute detour 
The problem not settled by the high-level strategy is how to choose the target 
point, t m ?.!LvR, in Case 2; see Fig. 9. 
Fig. 11. To walk towards the closer candidate corner can result in an unbounded detour. 
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Fig. 12. Heading for the middle of uLuR can result in an unbounded detour, too. 
An obvious idea is to choose the closer one of uL and vR. However, by this 
strategy the robot can be lured off the shortest path arbitrarily far, as in Fig. 11. 
Another obvious approach could be to head for the point in the middle of 
vLuR. But in general, this strategy does not work either, as Fig. 12 shows. 
The strategy we propose tries to minimize the local absolute detour. Suppose 
the robot is for the first time in the situation of Case 2, as shown in Fig. 9. Before 
it arrives at t E uLvR an event will occur. If vI. turns out to be the correct corner 
then the robot has to walk from t to vL, causing the absolute detour 
l&(t) = St + tvL_ - SVL, where VW denotes the distance between the points v and 
w. Otherwise, it must walk to uR, resulting in the detour DR(t) = st + tv, - svR. 
Lemma 3.1. The maximum of DL(t) and DR(t) becomes minimal iff t is chosen 
such that 
v,t = 
SVL - SZfR + VLVR 
2 . 
Proof. An application of the law of cosine shows that the function DL(t) is 
strictly increasing from 0 to a value greater than 0 as t moves from vL to v,; 
similarly, DR(t) is strictly decreasing from a positive value to 0. Thus, the 
maximum of both becomes minimal at the unique point t where the values are 
equal. 0 
In Fig. 9 the robot chooses t by the above formula and starts walking towards t. 
On arriving at p, the robot sees vertex vk and chooses its next target point t’ on 
vL, VA by the same rationale. Now the length of the shortest path from s to vk, 
svR + vRvk, is taken into account, so t’ is determined by 
v,t’ = 
s?,[> - (SVR + 2/R?,;) + VLvk 
-I 
Generally, the low-level strategy fad is inductively defined as follows. 
Definition 3.2. How to choose the first target point has been discussed above. 
Suppose that strategy lad has already produced a sequence lili+l . . . lk of Case 2 
type segments such that either i = 1 holds or l,_, is of Case 1 type. In both cases 
pi-, lies on the shortest path from s to g, according to Theorem 2.11. Assume 
that the endpoint, pk, of I, is again caused by event no. 4 of Lemma 2.7; see 
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Fig. 13. Constructing the next target point by strategy lad. 
Fig. 13. Let ZI~,~+, and v~,~+, be the new candidate corners, and let 
A ‘=Pi-l”L.i + i vL.jvL,j+l, k+l . 
j=i 
B ‘=Pi-1uR.i + 5 vR.jvR.j+l k+l . 
I=i 
denote the lengths of the convex chains from pi-, to uL,k+I and to uR.k+I, 
correspondingly. Then the next target point tk+, in uL,k+IuR,k+I is determined by 
A 
VL,kfltk+l := 
k+l - Bk+, + V L.k+lvR,k+l 
2 
Lemma 3.3. The point tk+, lies in vL&+, uR,k+l and minimizes the maximum of the 
possible absolute detours 
DL(t) :=5pj-,pj +pkt + tuL,k+l - Ak+l> 
j=i 
DR(t) :=i pj-Ipj +Pkt + tvR.k+l -Bk+l 
;=r 
where t ranges in v~,~+,v~,~+,. 
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Proof. Due to the convexity of the two chains leading from pi_, to v~,~+, and to 
uL,k+l we have 
B k+, dAk+, + VL,k+lVR,k+l 
A kfl <Bk+l + VL,k+lvR.k+l, 
yielding 
OS 
A k+l -Bk+l +V L.k+lvR,k+l 
2 
c VL,ki lvR,k+l. 
The shortest path from pi_, to uL,k+l is of length Ak+,. Thus, DL(f) represents 
the absolute detour that results if the robot decides at pk to walk to t E 
v~,~+,v~,~+, and, upon arriving there, learns that it has to walk to v~,~+,. The 
symmetric fact holds for DR(t). Minimality follows as in Lemma 3.1. 0 
The performance of strategy lad depends only on its behavior in convex 
funnels. 
Definition 3.4. A funnel (C,, CR) consists of a left convex chain, CL, and a right 
convex chain, CR, leading from a common startpoint, po, to endpoints vI. and vR 
that are mutually visible. 
When started at po, strategy lad produces a path of line segments p,_,pi and 
associated vertex sequences (v~,~), and (v,,~)~. Assume that from position pk the 
robot sees for the first time both endpoints, vI. = v~,~+, and vR = vR,k+,. 
Lemma 3.5. For each constant D > 0 the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) For each funnel (CL, CR) 
~p,-,p,+p&+,+ti+~vLGD+en&‘thofC~j 
j=l 
holds, where k + 1 is the number of links in the funnel. 
(2) For each street P we have D&P) c D. 
Proof. Let P be a street. According to Theorem 2.11, all segments of the path 
created belong to the shortest path from s to g, except each maximal subsequence 
lili+l . . ’ lk+l of Case 2 segments, together with the following segment lk+2 of 
Case 1 type. Such a subsequence is depicted in Fig. 13, if we assume that after pk 
an event no. 1-3 of Lemma 2.7 occurs that defines the endpoint pk+, of lk+r. 
W.1.o.g. the robot then walks to v [.,k+l, along the Case 1 segment lk+2. The 
length E of this path from pi-, to v ~ I &+, is bounded by the left hand side of 1). 
Since under lad the same path would result if the boundary of P were replaced by 
the funnel, 1) can be used to bound 1 by the length of the left convex chain, which 
is part of the shortest path from s to g in P. 
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Fig. 14. Establishing a lower bound for the relative detour. 
Conversely, each funnel can be turned into a street p such that the length of the 
path in P generated under lad comes arbitrarily close to the left hand side of 1); 
see the proof of Theorem 3.6 and Fig. 14 below. 0 
In practice, strategy fad works very well. Though we have deliberately tried to 
create bad funnels, we have not been able to construct a funnel whose relative 
detour exceeds D = 1.8. This is complemented by the following lower bound. 
Theorem 3.6. For each possible strategy S, 
infD,(P)>fi=1.414... 
holds, the infimum being taken over all streets P. 
Proof. Let P denote the polygon depicted in Fig. 14, P is not a complete street 
since the goal has not yet been specified. The robot starts from s. It cannot look 
into the left or right cave before it reaches the dotted line, b. Suppose that its first 
point of contact with b lies to the right of h, depending on strategy S. In this case, 
the goal is put into the left cave before the robot arrives at this point. Then the 
total length of the robot’s path from s to g is as least as large as 
lengthofh+$lengthofb=l+-l-=fi 
Gti 
whereas the shortest path from s to g is of length 1. 0 
One might object that a street whose ‘breadth’ exceeds its ‘length’ makes a 
poor example. But rather than placing the goal in one of the caves, we could as 
well glue on another copy of P, and iterate the construction. This would lead to a 
street of unbounded length and bounded breadth. 
4. An upper bound for the global relative detour 
In this section we show that strategy lad presented in Section 3, plugged into 
the frame of the high-level strategy discussed in Section 2, does guarantee an 
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upper bound for the relative detour in arbitrary streets. In view of Lemma 3.5 it 
is sufficient to study funnels, as defined in Definition 3.4. 
Since this task is analytically difficult, we make the problem coarser. Namely, 
we provide an upper bound to the length of the path that would result if the robot 
did not, at each event point pi, react to the new visibility information but 
continued to walk towards its target point, t,. 
Let (C,, CR) be a funnel as depicted in Fig. 15, and let (er),__ denote a 
sequence of edges connecting CL with CR such that e,, connects the endpoints of 
CL and CR, each ej is contained in the funnel and intersects e,+, in exactly one 
endpoint, for i <n. 
Let zli and w, denote the endpoints of e, on CL and CR, let Ai (resp. B,) be the 
length of the piece of CL (resp. CR) between p,, and ui (resp. w,), and let t, E ej be 
defined by the formula 
v;t, : = 
Ai - B, + u;w, 
2 . 
According to Lemma 3.3, this equation does define a point on e;. 
The next theorem provides an upper bound for the length of the path shown in 
Fig. 15. The rest of this paper is devoted to its proof. 
Fig. 15. Point t, is determined by u,f, : = (A, - B, + w,w,)/2. 
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Theorem 4.1. With the above notations the following holds. 
pot, + i: tj-ltj + tnUn ~ (1 + ~JG)A,. 
j=2 
A fortiori, this yields an upper bound for the relative detour caused by strategy 
lad. 
Theorem 4.2. For each street P 
&d(P) < 1+ $c = 5.71 . . . . 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Due to Lemma 3.5 it is sufficient to show that, with the 
notations of Fig. 13, 
k k+l 
c pj-Ipj +pktk+l + tk+lVL sPOtl + 2 tj-ltj ’ tk+lvL 
j=l j=2 
holds. This is intuitively clear. Formally, the assertion follows by applying the 
triangle inequality 
Pi-1 Pj + Pj$+l ~Pj_,Pj +pjtj + tjtj+l =pj_lt, + tjtj+l 
forj=k, k-l ,..., 1. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we have to estimate the length of the path 
depicted in Fig. 15 against the length of the left convex chain, CL. Clearly, the 
path becomes only longer if we insert additional edges ei that do not violate the 
above conditions. Thus, we may assume that each vertex of the funnel is the 
endpoint of an edge ei. 
The edges split the funnel into two types of triangles. If w;_, = w, holds for two 
consecutive edges ei, ei-,, then the included triangle T-, shares its third side with 
CL. If Vi = Vi+, then the included triangle T has its third side on CR. The 
bottommost triangle of the funnel is special; we define it to be of the former type 
by putting ~,~:=p~,, w,,:= wlr and tO:=pO. 
The following lemma shows that the target points can be computed 
incrementally. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume that Vi = vi+, holds. Then: 
(1) Vjtj+l = j(Vjti - tiWi - WiWi+l + VjWi+l)j 
(2) t;+, WE,, = +(tjWi + WiWi+f - Vjti + ViWj+1), 
(3) Vjtj+l ~ V;ti. 
Symmetric formulae hold in the case w,_, = Wi. 
Proof. By definition, we have 
viti+l = i(Ai - Bi+l + v;w;+~), vitj = i(A, - Bj + viw;), 
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where B,+i = Bi + w;w;+~. Subtracting the second equation from the first yields 
(1). Assertion (2) follows directly from (1). Also, (1) and the triangle inequality 
imply 
witi+, = i(u;ti - (v;w; - ?J,t;) - w;wr+, + ViWj+,) 
~ ~(Vjt, - (V,Wi - V;tj) - WiWj+, + VjWj + WjWi+l) 
= vjti. 0 
Next, we distribute the length of the path to be estimated among the triangles 
z. 
Definition 4.4. Let e;, i < 12, be an edge in the funnel. Then the cost of the 
triangle T above ej is defined by 
COSt(7j):=tjti+l + Ui+lti+l - Ujti. 
Note that for the special triangle 7;, we obtain cost(T)) =potl + 21, t,, since 
to =po = I+,. Clearly, the sum of these quantities telescopes into the length of the 
path, 
n-l 
,z COSVJ =iw, +,$ t,-,tj +tnvn. 
The following lemma provides the main tool for estimating the cost contribu- 
tion of a single triangle. 
Lemma 4.5. Let cu, denote the angle between ei and e,, , . 
(1) lf II, = u;+~ th en cost(T) G vitj sin ai, 
(2) If W = Wr+l then cost( ?;) d t, w, sin ai + 2rjvj+, .
Proof. First assume that 2r, = zli+, holds. Let I denote the line through 2ri and 
wj+,. In the following we investigate what happens if we move w,,, along 1 to the 
right to infinity. First we note that u,t;+, is strictly increasing. This can easily be 
verified by substituting the law of cosines yield 
wjw;+, = viw: + u;w~+, - 2vjw,?J,w;+, cos cu, 
into equation (1) of Lemma 4.3, and by taking the derivative with respect to 
2riwi+l. Eventually, w,w,+, becomes parallel to I; thus 
yielding 
Using 
lim(uiwi+, - W,W;+l) = UiW; COS Cu, 
the monotonic limes 
lim t uiti+, = +(u,t, - tiwi + uiwi cos a;) = uiti - fv,w,(l - cos ai). 
tit,+, = d vitf + v,tf+ * - 2v;t;zljti+, cos a; 
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one can also verify that u;t,+r + Citi+r is strictly increasing ;is il l~unction of vJ,+, , 
which was just shown to be strictly increasing in u,w, , , I lcru, WC obtain 
lim t cost(z) 
= lim t (t;fj+r - Vitj+r - Vjti) 
= vv;tj? + (VJ; - $J,w;(l - cos a;))’ - 2v,t,(u,t, - Iv,w,(l - cos cu,))cos cu, 
+ v;t, - &Wi(l - cos Ly,) - vjt; 
= ~2V;tj(Vitj - :V,Wi(l - COS a;))(1 - COS a,) + (:V,W,(l - COS Ly,))’ 
- ~VjWj(l - COS Cui) 
8 ~2vjti(vit; - ~v,w;(l - cos a;))(1 - cos a!,) 
S ~2v;tj(v;ti - $J;t;(l - cos a;))( 1 - cos a;) 
= Vu&(1 + cos cu,)(l - cos ct;) = v,t, sin a;. 
The first inequality follows because v,f, - $vjw,(l - cos LY,), being the monotone 
limit of the positive values viti+,, is positive, and because of m s & + G, 
where a, 6 2 0. The last equation follows since 0 s a, 9 n holds. This proves (1). 
If wi = wj+, then 
Cost(~) =tjt,+l + Vi+ltj+l - Vjtj 
= t;ti+, + gvitj + vjv;+, - t,w; + v,+,w;) - v;c; 
= tjti+l + ~(CiWj - Vjt, - VjV,+, + Vj+lWi) - tjW; + VjVi+l 
=titi+l + tj+lWi -t,Wj +21,2/i+, 
= cost(&) + vivi+, d t,w, sin 4 + viv,+,. 
Here Ri denotes the mirror image of T, and in the second (resp. the fourth) 
equation we have used the symmetric versions of Lemma 4.3 (2) (resp. (3)). 0 
The triangles in the funnel can be grouped into left funs, denoting maximal 
sequences of triangles that share only a vertex with CL, and right fans. By 
convection, the bottommost triangle, 7;,, is (part of) a right fan. We define the 
cost of a fan to be the sum of the costs of the triangles comprising the funnel. 
Lemma 4.6. Let F = r7j,, . . . Tk be a fan in the funnel. 
(1) If F is a left fan then 
cost(F) c v;t; i LX, =: Bcost(F). 
]=i 
(2) If F is a right fan then 
k k 
cost(F) s t;w, c a; + c v~v~+~ =: Bcost(F). 
j-i j=i 
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Proof. Because of Lemma 4.3 (3) and Lemma 4.5 (1) we have 
k k 
Cost(F) = C COSt( 7;) G C V,lj sin CY, 
j=1 j=; 
k k 
d V;t; C sin a; C V;t, C ~j. 
j=i I=i 
The proof of (2) is analogous. 0 
Finally, we need the following technical result. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a, 6, and c be the sides of a triangle, let p denote the angle 
opposite to a, and let A be a curve connecting the endpoints of a; see Fig. 16. Then 
the following holds for the lengths of these pieces. 
cP+;(A-c+b)x+Ax. 
Proof. If p G n/2 then p/sin p c ~12, hence 
P 
cp=csinp: &!<A? 
sin p 2 2’ 
and the claim follows from the triangle inequality b c a + c G A + c. 
If p 3 3c/2 then b2 + cz d a2 s A2, hence b + c s fi A, This yields 
cp+J(A-c+b)xccJc+:(A-c+b)Jc 
1+G 
= ;(A + c + b)xc2Arc. q 
Now we can prove Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. We will show by induction on the number of left fans in the funnel that 
c Bcost(F) s (1 + $)A, 
F fan 
holds, where Bcost is as defined in Lemma 4.6. 
A funnel without a left fan consists of a single right fan F that includes the 
bottommost triangle; see Fig. 17(i). 
b 
Fig. 16. Notations of Lemma 4.7. 
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(9 
wo= w, = . . . “h 
vi 
Ai 
(ii) 
Fig. 17. (i) A funnel without left fans. (ii) Cutting off the last two fans 
Thus, 
Bcost(F) = t,,wo c aj + A,. 
]=I) 
An application of Lemma 4.7 to the triangle (v,,, wo, v,) yields 
n-l 
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Therefore, 
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Bcost(F) =z (1 + $)A, 
holds for funnels without left fans. 
Now assume that the funnel does contain left fans. If it ends with a right fan, F, 
then the same argument shows that Bcost(F) cannot exceed 1 + 3n/2 times the 
length of the last segment of C, bordering F. Therefore, we can assume that the 
funnel ends with a left fan, F, as shown in Fig. 17(ii). Let e, and e, denote the 
lowest and the highest edges of the funnel F’ below F. Let cr and p denote the 
angles at the apices of F and F’, and let 6 be the angle between e, and the tangent 
ray, r, from ui that touches CR at some point w,. 
The ray r’ from u, parallel to r cannot hit CR. Since V,W, does meet C, we 
have a < p + 6. On the other hand, r crosses e,, giving 
a<p+6~7L 
Let 
j-l 
4, := c u&v&+l; 
k=i 
from the defining equations 
V,Cj = ;(A, + A,,j - B, + V,Wj), v;t; = $(A; - B, + .u,w,) 
one obtains by subtraction 
vjtj = viti + ;(A,,, - ViWj + VjWj). 
Hence, by Lemma 4.6, 
Bcost(F) + Bcost(F’) = Vjt,a + t;WjP + A, < Vjtj(P + 6) + t,Wjp + A;,, 
= V;f;s + ViW,p + i(A;,j - VIW, + VjWj)(p + 8) + A,,j 
d V;t;6 + ViWjp + ~(A;,j - V;Wj + VjWj)jC + Ai.,. 
According to Lemma 4.7 we have 
ViW,p + $(A;,, - u~w,, + VjW,)X =Z 2Ai.j”. 
Thus, 
Bcost(F) + Bcost(F’) < u,t;6 + (1 + $+I;,,. 
Let Q’ denote the funnel that results from the original funnel, Q, by removing 
the fans F and F’, and adding the left fan T defined by (vi, w,, w,) to the left fan 
F” on top of the rest. By Lemma 4.3.3), we have 
Bcost(F”) + v;ri6 =z Bcost(F”T) 
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for the resulting left fan F”T. Hence, 
2 Bcost(G) < 2 
GEL) Ge&--(F”.F’,F) 
Bcost(G) + Bcost(F”) + v;t,6 + (1 + $JC)A~,~ 
6 c 
GEC)-(F”.F’.F) 
Bcost(G) + Bcost(F”T) + (1 + $JC)A~,~ 
=f& 
BCOSt(G) + (1 + 3Jc)Ai,j ~ (1 + ~x)(A, + A;,j) 
by induction hypothesis, Q’ having one left fan less than Q. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have introduced a class of simple polygons in order to describe streets of 
varying breadth that may contain many curves but no crossings. Without knowing 
the street in advance, a mobile robot equipped with an on-board vision system 
can find a path from the start to the goal large portions of which are part of the 
shortest path. There are, however, situations where the robot cannot know if the 
street ahead is turning left or right; then a deviation from the shortest path is 
unavoidable. 
In order to keep the deviation short, we have designed a strategy that tries to 
minimize the local absolute detour and thus guarantees the overall relative detour 
to be bounded. 
One challange is to close the gaps between the proven upper bound of 5.72, the 
empirical upper bound of 1.8, and the lower bound of 1.4. Though it seems 
reasonable to study a continuous model (with curves instead of polygonal chains) 
it is not clear if the theory of differential equations can help. 
Another question addresses different low-level strategies. One alternative is 
strategy spf that always follow the shortest path to the line segment vLuR. But 
despite being simpler than lad, strategy spl is still difficult to analyze. Also, one 
can construct examples where the detour caused by spl exceeds 1.8, our empirical 
bound for lad. This approach is currently under investigation. 
A further problem concerns the generalization to a kinodynamic model, where 
the robot has a unit mass and is, in each direction, capable of a maximal velocity 
and acceleration. In this case, one is interested in a path that is short (in time, not 
necessarily in Euclidean length), while being safe, in the sense that the robot is 
always able to stay on the street, no matter what the upcoming unknown shape of 
the polygon, subject to the given velocity and acceleration bounds. An additional 
challenge arises if the robot’s speed is so large that the time needed for image 
processing and for deciding about the next action must be taken into account-a 
situation well known from real life. 
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